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. . SUMMARY RECORD OF THE FOURTH MEETING 

1. RESOLUTIONS OF REGIONAL INTEREST ADOPTED BY THE THIRTY-FIRST 
WORLD HEALTH ASSEMBLY AND THE EXECUTIVE BOARD AT ITS SIXTY
FIRST SESSION: Item 11 of the Agenda (Document WPR/RC29/8) 
(continued from the third meet:i.ng, section 3) 

1.1 Development of health information systems 
(resolution WHA3l.20) 

161 

The REGIONAL DIRECTOR drew attention to operative paragraph one, 
adding that the Regional Office would be happy to assist Member States 
of the Region in developing such information systems. 

Dr NOORDIN (Malaysia) said that his country was glad to be 
associated with WHO in developing health information systems. However, 
the process was more complex and comprehensive than had been thought, 
and a delay of more than one year had already been incurred. His 
country was currently working with WHO to see how to obtain stronger 
collaboration in order to ensure the success of the programme. 

1.2 Members in arrears in the payment of their contributions to 
an extent which may invoke the provisions of Article 7 of the 
Constitution (resolution WHA3l.24) 

The REGIONAL DIRECTOR, drawing attention to operative paragraph one, 
pointed out that WHO had been unable to establish contact with Democratic 
Kampuchea since its Government had changed, though attempts had been made 
through the Embassies in Phnom Penh, Peking, and Vientiane, as well as 
through the United Nations in New York and through the office of the 
Government mission in Paris. He suggested that the Committee take note 
of the resolution. 

1.3 Organizational study on WHO's role at the country level, 
particularly the role of the WHO representatives 
(resolutions WHA3l.27 and EB6l.R34) 

The REGIONAL DIRECTOR drew attention to operative paragraphs three, 
four, and five of resolution WHA3l.27 and operative paragraph eight of 
resolution EB6l.R34. 

The examination of the Organization's structures in the light of 
its' functions, which the Health Assembly had requested in operative 
paragraph 6(3) of resolution WHA31.27, would be discussed under agenda 
item 12. 

The Committee noted the two above-mentioned resolutions without 
comment. 

1.4 Action programme on essential drugs (resolution WHA31.32) 

The REGIONAL DIRECTOR drew attention to operative paragraph 
two. He had mentioned that resolution previously (see third meeting, 
section 2, page 149) because he felt it to be very important, 
particularly if health services and care were to be extended to rural 
and/or under-served areas. A large segment of many countries did not 
have access to the most essential drugs and vaccines, and the high 
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cost of medicaments was a great hindrance to the delivery of health 
care. WHO had therefore convened an Expert Committee in October 1977, 
and that committee had produced a report entitled liThe selection of 
essential drugs". 1 It was now possible for Governments to supply their 
hospital and community dispensaries with not more than 20 essential 
drugs. Most manufacturers of pharmaceuticals were willing to provide 
those drugs at very reduced prices. In doing so, they would dispense 
with proprietary names, instead labelling the products generically. He 
strongly recommended that Member States study the report of the Expert 
Committee and consider using the list of essential drugs when supplying 
medicaments to their rural and/or under-served areas, since drugs were 
a very expensive item in a health budget. 

Dr FAAIUASO (Samoa) agreed with the Regional Director that drugs 
were a costly item of primary health care. One of the aims of his 
Government was to work with other countries or areas in the South 
PaCific to form collective purchasing schemes, which it was hoped 
would result in the speedier and less expensive supply of essential 
drugs. Such drugs were currently being ordered from the United 
Kingdom, New Zealand, and certain South-East Asian countries, and took 
3-6 months to obtain. He stressed the need for adequate quality control 
of drugs and requested WHO's assistance in obtaining drugs at a lower 
cost and more rapidly, as well as its advice on the type of drugs needed. 

Dr TRAVERS (Australia) said that, following a request from the 
Director-General, his Government was considering what support it might 
give. Such assistance would probably not be in cash, but rather in 
the form of quality control. 

Dr NICHOLSON (United Kingdom) said that his Government, also, was 
looking into the matter. One way in which effective assistance might 
be rendered in the short-term was by the supply of drug kits through 
UNICEF. Ideally, efforts should be made to help countries to develop 
their own capability for producing essential drugs, perhaps by simple 
packaging in the first instance. Thus the aim should be self-reliance. 

1.5 ement: medicinal lants 

The REGIONAL DIRECTOR said that the subject needed little 
introduction. It concerned medicinal plants, which were very much 
part of traditional medicine, as had been mentioned by the Representative 
of China. The previous week, he had had the pleasure of being in Tokyo 
to receive a donation of US$3.3 million for 1978 from the Japan 
Shipbuilding Industry Foundation, and he was pleased to report that 
US$1 million of that amount had been set aside specifically and 
exclusively for the Western Pacific Region. In view of the importance 
of drug policies and management, US$250 000 had been earmarked to start 
a programme to be carried out over the next few years, in response to 
requests from various Member States, including some in the South Pacific, 
for technical cooperation in drug policies and management. 

The Committee noted the resolution without comment. 

lwHO Technical Report Series, No. 615, 1977. 
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1.6 Action programme of appropriate technology for health 
(resolution WHA31.34) 
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The REGIONAL DIRECTOR drew attention to operative paragraph three. 
The Regional Office was collaborating with WHO Headquarters in 
developing an action programme of appropriate health technology, and 
had received only recently the visit of the staff member in Geneva 
responsible for that programme. Consultations had been held also 
with institutions in some countries of the Region to develop programmes 
for the promotion of that activity. 

Dr CHRISTMAS (New Zealand) inquired whether "appropriate technology 
for healtW' referred to a methodology or to actual instrumentation, and 
the REGIONAL DIRECTOR replied by citing, as examples of appropriate 
technology, directions for giving an enema and for setting a fracture 
under rural conditions. In fact, the term meant a simple technology, 
appropriate for the community that could be carried out with local 
resources. 

Dr NICHOLSON (United Kingdom) stressed that, in seeking appropriate 
technologies for health, particular consideration should be given to the 
ideas to be found at the grass-roots level. 

1.7 Managerial process for health development (resolution WHA3l.43) 

The REGIONAL DIRECTOR drew attention to operative paragraph one. 
The subject had been touched on at the previous meeting (see third 
meeting, section 2, page 152). 

1.8 Programme on diarrhoeal diseases control (resolution WHA31.44) 

The REGIONAL DIRECTOR drew attention to operative paragraphs one 
and five and recalled that the Technical Presentation during the present 
session of the Regional Committee was to be on the subject of diarrhoeal 
diseases. 

1.9 Coordination within the United Nations system: activities financed 
from extrabudgetary sources within the United Nations system 
(resolution WHA3l.5l) 

The REGIONAL DIRECTOR drew attention to operative paragraph seven. 

The Committee noted the three above-mentioned resolutions without 
comment. 

1.10 Expanded programme on immunization 
(resolution WHA31.53) 

The REGIONAL DIRECTOR drew attention to operative paragraphs two, 
four, and five. He invited Dr NICHOLSON to make a statement, since 
the Government of the United Kingdom had proposed that the subject be 
included in a supplementary agenda. 
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Dr NICHOLSON (United Kingdom) thought the subject was covered 
by the Health Assembly resolution, but the Government of the United 
Kingdom wished to stress the importance it attached to immunization, 
especially in maternal and child health. Consequently, it was making 
a contribution, not only in the form of vaccine, but by working with 
WHO, particularly in cold chain research. It was interested also in 
the evaluation of immunization programmes and would be glad to consider 
possible support, preferably through one of the multilateral agencies 
and through country programmes. 

ro ramme - current status and certification 

The REGIONAL DIRECTOR drew special attention to operative paragraph 
four, which was of considerable importance in that it requested all 
laboratories except WHO collaborating centres to destroy or transfer 
remaining stocks of variola virus to a collaborating centre. 

Dr CHRISTMAS (New Zealand) said that the eradication of smallpox 
from the face of the earth constituted an historic event. He inquired 
whether a schedule had been drawn up for modifying the existing 
vaccination requirements for travellers, since the risk of smallpox was 
now virtually nil. He wondered at what stage Member States of the Region 
might consider no longer demanding smallpox vaccination as a requirement 
for entry into their territories. 

Dr LINDNER (Regional Adviser in Communicable Diseases) said that a 
global smallpox eradication commission had been created after a meeting 
in 1977, when tentative procedures for certification had been established, 
and a policy discussion on vaccine requirements had been held. Some 
countries strongly felt that the existing requirements should be maintained, 
whereas others equally strongly thought them harmful and entirely useless. 
WHO was not taking a strong stand but was delaying a decision until the 
Health Assembly had spoken. In December, the available evidence would 
be screened, and further meetings were planned for the end of 1979, 
when the commission would probably judge that the requirements should be 
dropped. 

1.12 Maternal and child health (resolution WHA3l.55) 

The REGIONAL DIRECTOR drew attention to operative paragraphs one 
and two (b). 

The Committee noted the resolution without comment. 

1.13 Long-term planning of international cooperation in cancer research 
(resolution EB6l.R29) 

The REGIONAL DIRECTOR drew attention to operative paragraph 5, which 
invited the Regional Committees to undertake regular reviews of the cancer 
situation. He suggested that the subject should be placed on the Agenda 
of the thirtieth session of the Committee. 

It was so agreed. 
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2. PROPOSED PROGRAMME BUDGET ESTIMAtES, 1980 ABD 1981: Item 7 of 
the Agenda (Documents WPR/RC29/2, WPR/RC29/l, WPR/RC29/4, 
WPR/RC!9/4 Add.1 and WPl/RC29/4 Corr.l, WPR/RC29/S) 
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Dr HIRSHMAN (Director, Programme Management) introduced the proposed 
programme budget estimates for the biennium 1980-81. 

Review of budget performance in 1977 

He referred first to Document WPR/RC29/3 which gave a review of the 
budget performance in extending technical cooperation with, and services 
to, governments in 1977. Once again, increasing costs of staff, including 
consultants, supplies and equipment, and fellowships, and currency 
fluctuations, .ade the rate of programme delivery given in Annex 1 rather 
artificial. Referring to Annex 5, which showed the distribution of costs 
by country or area of the WHO Representatives' offices (nov called WHO 
Programme Coordinators' offices), he advised the Ca.mittee that a WHO 
Programme Coordinator for the Socialist Republic of Viet Ham had taken 
up his duties in November 1977. As soon as it had become clear that 
there would again be no programmes in Democratic Kampuchea, because there 
was still no contact, US$430 000 had been returned to Headquarters for 
reprogramming. 

Review of the proposed programme budget estimates for 1980-81 

Dr HIRSHMAN (Director, Programme Management) said that this was the 
first tim~ the programme budget proposals had been presented by programme 
only. The new format resulted from the wish of Member States to have 
more flexibility in carrying out their programmes by leaving the details 
to be worked out nearer the year of implementation, when priorities and 
trends in programmes would be better known. l The policy background to 
the change in presentation was given in the explanatory notes to 
document WPR/RC29/4 and a broad indication of what government requests 
might be in the Regional Director's programme statement. 

The country progr .... statements prepared by Kember States gave 
the national health strategy each country hoped to carry out in 1980-81. 
The amounts shown under the prograame headings, which followed the 
new WHO programme clas"sification structure brought into effect on 
1 January 1978, were the amounts allocated to Member States to implement 
that strategy. Within the individual programmes, the amounts could be 
used in any way Meaber States wished and could be carried over fro. the 
first year of the biennium to the second. This latter change was very 
important for flexibility and the new approach to biennlal progr .... 
budgeting. WHO Programme Coordinators would be in constant touch with 
goveraaents in de.eloping the details of their programmes. Although 
the narratives for the intercountry proposals gave only a general idea 
of what it was hoped to carry out, details had in fact been worke4 out; 
and provision had been made for the first time for a Regional Adviser 
in Cardiovascular and Metabolic Diseases. 

1 
See resolution WHA30.23, WHO Official Records, No. 240, page 11. 
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The 1980·81 regular budget proposals amounted to U5$32 495 000, 
an increase of U5$5 862 000 over the U8$26 633 000 budget for 1978·79. 
The increase was made up of U5$2 703 566 "real increase", which was 
within the allowable figure computed for WPRO by Headquarters and which 
included WPRO's 2% increasel and the amount reSUlting from the shift of 
resources from Headquarters to the Region. The remaining U8$3 158 434 
was the estimated cost increase due to inflation and other factors. 

Report on the use of the Regional Director's development programme for 
1977, 1978 and 1979 

Dr HIRSHMAN (Director, Programme Management) referred to document 
WPR/RC29/5. It showed the final figures for the Regional Director's 
development programme in 1977. The activities listed for 1978 and 1979 
had in fact already been approved by the Committee at the twenty-eighth 
session, except for an amount of U8$95 800 which had now been programmed 
for the Western Pacific regional centre for the promotion of environmental 
planning and applied studies. 

Dr FAAIUASO (Samoa) congratulated the Regional Director on the 
95.75% rate of implementation of the regular budget achieved in 1977 in 
respect of technical cooperation with and services to governments, and 
thanked him for the generous share allotted to Samoa. His government 
highly appreciated the budget proposals for Samoa and the help of UNDP, 
ijNFPA, UNICEF and the World Food Programme. The new format used made 
possible a more realistic use of budgetary funds, particularly for 
fellowships. 

Dr TRAVERS (Australia) asked how, if the budget for the biennium 
were cut for any reason, the reduction would be distributed among the 
countries. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL replied that the regional allocations were 
based on 30 years' practical experience and on the constraints faced 
by the Director-General. When cuts had resulted in savings of 
$42 million, the fact that the African countries were demonstrably 
worse off than those in other parts of the world had resulted in 30% 
of the savings being allocated to the African Region. In the event 
of the 1980-81 programme budget not being approved by the World Health 
Assembly, he would first of all seek further extrabudgetary funds and 
in that respect the more wealthy countries in the Western Pacific 
Region might well consider doing more than they were doing at the 
moment. If that were not enough and in view of the almost certain 
resistance of Member States to the cutting-out of any particular 
programme, he might have to reduce regional allocations. In that case 
it would be for the Regional Directors to decide where to find the 
savings. One way would be for the better-off countries to renounce 
any projects from which they benefited under the regular budget. A 
pragmatic approach would have to be adopted towards intercountry projects. 

Dr HIRSHMAN (Director, Programme Management) suggested that they 
take document WPR/RC29/4 chapter by chapter and first of all look at 
the programme classification structure and the Regional Director's 
programme statement. He stressed that all the "real" increases had 
gone into programmes. 

1 
See resolution WHA3l.23, WHO Official Records, No. 247, page 15. 
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Dr TRAVERS (Australia), having asked what proportions of the 
increase in the budget were attributable to cost increases and programme 
expansion respectively, was advised that details of costing assumptions 
were available and could be provided if the Committee so wished. 

Dr CHRISTMAS (New Zealand) asked how the amount of USSI 302 300 
earmarked under item 2.2.2 for country health programming in 1978-79 
was being spent. 

Mr DONALD (Director, Support Programme) explained that the 
amount represented the cost of the offices of the six WHO Programme 
Coordinators in the Region. It covered the salaries of the P~ogramme 
Coordinators and their staff, common office services, and duty travel. 

Dr CHRISTMAS (New Zealand) asked if countries received any other 
form of cooperation in developing their programmes. 

Mr DONALD (Director, Support Programme) replied that a number 
of relevant activities, particularly training courses, were covered 
by other programmes, such as those for health services development 
and health manpower development. 

Dr CHRISTMAS (New Zealand) asked why country health programming 
activities were scattered throughout the programme budget, in view 
of their great importance. 

Dr HIRSHMAN (Director, Programme Management) explained that 
the breakdown of activities in the programme budget had to reflect 
the programme classification structure contained in the Sixth General 
Programme of Work. 

The REGIONAL DIRECTOR said he could understand Dr Christmas's 
reasoning, and agreed that the next programme budget should identify 
the components of country health programming. 

Dr NOORDIN (Malaysia) asked why, under item 3.1.6, there was 
no provision for health services research in 1980-81. 

Dr HIRSHMAN (Director, Programme Management) and the REGIONAL 
DIRECTOR replied that such research" would be funded from the general 
allocation for research promotion and development shown under item 2.4. 
At the time the budget document was prepared it had not been possible to 
provide precise figures for each research area. More detail could be 
shown in the next programme budget. 

Dr NOORDIN (Malaysia) commented that it would be helpful to 
indicate a token amount to show that some health services research 
activities were intended. 

Dr NICHOLSON (United Kingdom) pointed out that the allocation 
for the Special Programme for Research and Training in Tropical 
Diseases had been cut from US$602 800 in 1978-79 to US$120 000 in 
1980-81. He asked if the figures simply represented the extra
budgetary funds so far committed. 
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The REGIONAL DIRECTOR confirmed Dr Nicholson's supposition, 
adding that it was hoped further funds would become available through 
the equivalent Headquarters programme and from other sources. 

The CHAIRMAN commented that the new format of the programme 
budget made it difficult to identify countries' requests. Formerly 
it had been very easy to identify the amounts allocated to each 
project for each period. 

Dr HIRSHMAN (Director, Programme Management) explained that the 
new programme budget was designed to show figures by broad programme 
areas rather than in detail. Nevertheless, some detail could still 
be obtained by referring to the country programme statements in 
Annex II. 

Mr DONALD (Director, Support Programme) emphasized the 
advantages of flexibility provided by the new format. Within the 
longer two-year period, projects could be brought forward or post
poned as the need arose. Moreover, countries would be able to 
decide at a much later date what to do with their allocations; they 
could adjust to current needs instead of having to plan several 
years ahead. 

He added that the appropriation sections were not sharply 
defined, but overlapped to a considerable extent. For example, 
the figures in the table on page 14 appeared to indicate that 
expenditure on health manpower development was decreasing. 
However, almost every section contained a health manpower develop
ment component, and in reality expenditure was rising. 

PROGRAMME ANALYSES (pages 15-174) 

Representatives commented on the programmes indicated below. 
There were no comments on the remaining programmes considered up 
to the close of the session, the last programme reviewed having been 
Other non-communicable diseases (4.2.4, pages 123-125). 

Major programme: Health services development 

Programme: Workers' health (3.1.3, pages 48-49). 

Dr TRAVERS (Australia) asked why the allocation to the 
programme was being reduced from US$247 300 to US$16l 900 in view 
of the statement on page 48 that the occupational risk for workers 
in the Region was increasing. 

Dr HIRSHMAN (Director, Programme Management) explained that 
government requests for cooperation did not reflect the importance of 
the subject. WHO could not initiate projects unles~ such requests 
were made. The lack of awareness by governments was probably associated 
with the division of responsibilities between the health authorities and 
labour authorities. 
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Major programme: Communicable disease prevention and control 

Programme: Bacterial, viral and mycotic diseases (4.1.3, 
pages 93-102) 
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Dr VAN DER VLUGT (United States of America) asked why the 
allocation to the programme was being reduced from USS2 903 000 in 
1978-79 to US$l 096 000 in 1980-81. 

Mr DONALD (Director, Support Programme) explained that once again 
the figures reflected the extrabudgetary funds already committed. 
Governments and other sources of such funds did not always plan as 
far ahead as WHO, and it was hoped that further funds would become 
available. 

Dr HIRSHMAN (Director, Programme Management) added that the 
decrease in funds obligated under the regular budget reflected a 
decline in requests from Member States. 

Dr NOORDIN (Malaysia) commented that it would be helpful to 
indicate in the programme budget the levels of priority assigned to 
each programme area in the Sixth Geniral Programme of Work by the 
Regional Committee in 1975 and 1976. Any increases or decreases 
in funding should be discussed in the context of those priorities. 

The REGIONAL DIRECTOR agreed that the priority levels could 
be shown. However, some governments assigned quite different 
priorities to programme areas in keeping with their own requirements, 
and the WHO priority levels would not necessarily reflect the true 
picture. (For continuation of discussion, see the fifth meeting, 
section 2.) 

The meeting rose at 5.15 p.m. 

1See resolution WPR/RC26.R12, Handbook of Resolutions and Decisions 
of the WHO Regional Committee for the Western Pacific, Volume I, 1976, 
page 5 and resolution WPR/RC27.Rl4, Ibid, Volume II, 1978, pages 2-3. 


